
Name:____________

Identify the Synonym

Synonyms are two words that mean the same or nearly the same as each other Choose
the correct synonym for each underlined word below by Bold your choice.

1. The girls were surprised when they saw the beautiful flowers the delivery boy
     brought.
          A) frustrating            B) pretty       C) fast       D) orange

2. Watching the movie with all of my friends from school was fun, but it was too
      long.
         A) sticky                    B) lengthy     C) silly      D) short

3. Jennifer’s roasted hot dog was ruined when it fell into the fire.

        A) flames                    B) water        C) ground  D) refrigerator

4. The librarian asked the children to be silent because everyone was trying to study.

        A) noisy                      B) boring     C) quiet      D) early

5. My grandpa made the new dollhouse, complete with miniature furniture for every
     room.
 A) pretty             B) tiny              C) fresh      D) tall

6. The boys on the soccer team were hungry after the game, so they went to eat          
pizza.

          A) bumpy           B) happy           C) starving  D) full

7. Mrs. Blackwell assigned a difficult project for the students to complete during      
vacation.

          A) free               B) easy             C) caring      D) hard

8. The college professor was wise and gave the new students a lot of good advice.
         A) intelligent      B) funny           C) ordinary   D) ugly

9. Samantha’s great-grandpa is very old.

         A) friendly         B) crazy            C) charming   D) elderly
10. During physical education, the children had to jump as far as they could.

         A) juggle            B) leap             C) swim           D) run



Answers key 

Actual answers may vary. 

1. The girls were surprised when they saw the beautiful flowers the delivery boy
     brought.
          A) frustrating            B) pretty       C) fast       D) orange

2. Watching the movie with all of my friends from school was fun, but it was too
     long.
         A) sticky                    B) lengthy     C) silly      D) short

3. Jennifer’s roasted hot dog was ruined when it fell into the fire.

        A) flames                    B) water        C) ground  D) refrigerator

4. The librarian asked the children to be silent because everyone was trying to study.

        A) noisy                      B) boring       C) quiet      D) early

5. My grandpa made the new dollhouse, complete with miniature furniture for every
     room.
 A) pretty               B) tiny              C) fresh      D) tall

6. The boys on the soccer team were hungry after the game, so they went to eat  
pizza.

          A) bumpy           B) happy           C) starving  D) full

7. Mrs. Blackwell assigned a difficult project for the students to complete during 
their vacation.
          A) free               B) easy             C) caring      D) hard

8. The college professor was wise and gave the new students a lot of good advice.

         A) intelligent      B) funny           C) ordinary   D) ugly

9. Samantha’s great-grandpa is very old.

         A) friendly         B) crazy            C) charming   D) elderly

10. During physical education, the children had to jump as far as they could.

         A) juggle            B) leap             C) swim           D) run




